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CRACKSwiss Indian Swiss Indian is a
term used to refer to Indian people

who have a Swiss citizenship or who
have been born in Switzerland, as
well as people with Swiss-Indian

origin who retain Swiss citizenship
or have been born in Switzerland.

The term originated from the
European nations' desire to

assimilate into the body politic of
Switzerland, and the fact that many

Swiss nationals sought Indian
spouses from among the historically
significant diaspora of Hindus living
in India at the time. In terms of the

linguistic or cultural similarities
between the European and Indian
cultures, Indian national groups
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migrated and settled in Switzerland
during the period of the Swiss

Reformation. The immigrant groups
of Indians which settled in

Switzerland, the reasons for their
immigration to Switzerland, and

their contributions, as well as
perceptions and stereotypes

relating to Indian-Swiss relations in
the past, are important areas of

study for the fields of demography,
sociology, and cultural

anthropology. Language usage The
use of Swiss German among Indian
immigrants is common to the Swiss-
Indian community, and, according to
researchers, is an unusual linguistic

phenomenon among other
immigrant groups in Switzerland.

Until 1989, when Swiss federal law
was amended and language
regulations were introduced

requiring the use of Swiss German
in all official settings, many Swiss-
Indian families in the Western and
Southern parts of the country had
experienced considerable hardship

in complying with the ruling, as they
had no choice but to speak Indian

languages (Hindi and Punjabi, most
often) in public to avoid being

disallowed from applying for Swiss
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citizenship. However, since the
1990s, the use of German in

education has been encouraged
amongst the Swiss-Indian

community, and Swiss-Indian
children have been taught in Swiss

German through the Indian
Curriculum. This has had its

consequences in the Swiss-Indian
community, resulting in the loss of

the traditionally-fluctuating bilingual
nature of this sub-group's status in
public discourse, as these children
are now exclusively raised in the

home language of German. See also
Lists of Swiss people Swiss

Assimilism References
Category:Culture of Switzerland

Category:Ethnic groups in
Switzerland Category:Ethnic groups
in SwitzerlandHelp! Anxious boy, 10,

breaks out of home A desperate
mother from Limpopo has appealed
to the public for help after her son,
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